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Preface
In the summer of 2013 Kenneth Shattock contacted Jan-Eric Nystrom and invited him to
become a contributor to the new IBLS website. Jan-Eric declined, stating that he was busy
with his construction series in "Live Steam and Outdoor Railroading" magazine. However,
he graciously allowed the IBLS editorial staff to use the material he previously posted on
his web site. This IBLS Wandering Locomotive Book is a product of Jan-Eric's first
adventure into building a live steam locomotive.
The material in this document is Copyright © 2001-2007 by J-E Nystrom, and is used with
his permission.
Juhani Saloranta, a friend of Jan-Eric and mentioned later in the text, passed away in July,
2012. His engines were described in "Live Steam & Outdoor Railroding", March to June
issues 2010.
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Introduction

This is the Baldwin No. 3003 live steam model I've built in my spare time, spending about
1,500 hours on it in 2000-2003 - some details which have been added later are still missing
in this photo, shot on September 22, 2002, less than a month after I ran the engine on steam
for the first time. The loco and tender are together almost two meters (6 1/2 ft) long. Add
the four cars, and the whole train is close to 6 meters, or 20 ft.
A video of Jan-Eric's Baldwin 3003 in August 2003, just one year after "first steam", can be
seen here:
http://ibls.org/mediawiki/index.php?title=Jan-Eric_Nystr%C3%B6m

Jan-Eric and #3003 at the Finnish Railway Museum in Hyvinge, during their Festival day,
17 August 2003.
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Juhani Saloranta is an accomplished graphics artist - many years ago he made this exquisite
gouache painting of the Baldwin 3003, long before I even got interested in live steam.

Eye level (1/8 scale height) photo of the entire train.
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Vintage pictures of the Baldwin 4-4-0s

This is the Baldwin 3154, sister engine to the 3003, renumbered 107 when it was bought
from the bankrupt private Hango-Hyvinge RR by the Finnish State RR Co. in 1875. The
engines were named, not numbered, when owned by the private company.
In 1887, all the Baldwin engines were once more renumbered, this one to no. 69. So, from
the numbering it can be determined that this picture has been shot between 1875 and 1887.
It is probably one of the very first photos of this engine, still in the livery of the private
Hango-Hyvinge RR.
All these Baldwins were used for passenger, freight as well as mixed service. Their maximum possible speed was 80 km/h (50 mph), but the light track imposed a speed limit of only some 45 km/h (30 mph). They all ran a little over 1 million kilometers (600,000 miles)
each, except the BLW 3151, which was scrapped after its frame was badly bent in a 1901
head-on collision, the first serious accident on Finnish rails.
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Steaming up in front of the roundhouse. This is a later shot (around 1900) than the one on
top of this page, the original Radley-Hunter smokestack has been exchanged for a domestic
one, not at all as impressive.

This is the actual 3003, renumbered, first to no. 102, later to no. 64. Engineer and fireman
are proudly posing in front of it.
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The brasswork was kept polished - the Baldwins were the flagships of the Hango-Hyvinge
line for many decades.

The Hango RR station in 1893. By this time, many changes had been made to the Baldwins,
which had already seen 20 years of service: injectors had replaced the crosshead pumps,
steam brakes were installed as well as new smokestacks, just to name a few examples.
Note the tri-lingual sign on the building: Swedish, Finnish and Russian. At this time, Finland was a Grand Duchy under the Russian Empire. We declared independency on December 6th, 1917, after the Russian revolution.
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Track Design

Our 1700 sq. meter lot in Hango, approx 100 x 200 ft in size.
The track curve radius would have to be around 20 ft for this layout. This should be possible with a small 4-4-0 in 7-1/4 inch gauge. For obvious reasons, I wouldn't want to put
tracks into the gravel front yard or in the garden - there are other family members in this
house, too.
The 5 to 6% grade up to the storage may prove troublesome to run on. Also, the storage is
NOT heated, so there may be problems with corrosion during winter. Any ideas how to
overcome that?
Southern Finland is at the same latitude as Anchorage, Alaska, so you can imagine how the
yard looks like in winter - up to 3 ft of snow on everything.
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Old Drawings from 1875

I found a few 1875 drawings at our National Archives, and was allowed to photograph them,
here a few strongly reduced examples, shot with an amazingly TINY Canon Elph digital
camera with 1600x1200 resolution - I carried the camera to the archives in my hip pocket.
Unfortunately, the drawings that exist at the archives are not factory drawings, just copies
made in Hango for workshop use, and most of them without any measures (except for the
cab, below) - probably made for manufacturing of spare parts. What I would need would be
construction drawings, so I can build the model.
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Also, thanks to a railfan, I succeeded in getting a copy of a copy of a large general overview
drawing, but again, not a factory drawing, but one made in Hango in 1875. Unfortunately,
as you can see, when the first copy was made, the original was already in pretty bad shape,
so some lines are obscured in folds and frays, and the re-copying has not helped... The
tender drawing is in a lot better condition, but so it was made almost 20 years later, in 1893!
With these drawings, I'm getting a good start building my loco.
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Our National Achives ("Kansallisarkisto" in Finnish, "Riksarkivet" in Swedish, and
"Archivvm Finlandiae Pvblicvm" in Latin...) have several more drawings in storage, and are
restoring/conserving them at the moment. I visited them a second time, and shot almost one
hundred digital pictures for reference for my model building - from the general assembly
drawing to even the smallest details, such as the truck's pivot, tender water cocks and even
the safety valve spring cylinder... I can't share them all with you, the limitations are not only
the work in preparing them for the web, but also in my server space and upload speed... But
below are three fine examples (600 pixel wide) of the originals - wonderful delicacy in line
and water coloring!

The Finnish National Archives in the 1890's, when the Baldwin 3003 loco was doing quite a
few of the more than one million kilometers it ran over its lifetime!

The large images below are reduced to about 50% - the originals are 1600 x 1200 pixels,
hardly suitable for web browsing! The incredibly tiny (deck of cards-sized) Canon digital
camera miraculously has captured even the paper's texture - even though the conditions for
photography weren't the best: harsh overhead lights that cast a colored shadow of yours
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truly over the huge drawings (many of them showing parts life-size, it's a 30cm / 12" ruler
in the shot at left!), necessitating the use of the camera's tiny flash. I have retouched away
most of my shadow on these images, a very time-consuming procedure if you strive for
perfection - something I've not accomplished here, witnessed by the coloured blotches still
present - but compare with the unretouched original at left.
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Some time ago I bought, via Camden in the UK, a fantastic 658-page book, "Modern
Locomotive Construction, 1892", a Lindsay Publication facsimile reprint, ISBN 1-55918144-3. This book contains practically all you need to know to design and build a typical
American steam loco of the late 19th century, here just a couple of samples.
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Driving Wheels
First, construction drawings - these I make
as I go, having finally found a good overall
drawing (made in 1875) of the original
locomotive. Here's my own drawing for the
driving wheels.

This is the profile of the driving wheel pair,
showing coupling pins, bearings and
eccentrics. Axle diameter is 20 mm.

Here are the other wheels needed for the
loco; the bogie and tender wheels.
Fortunately, these are rather simple patterns
to make. I'll need to cast four of the former,
eight of the latter.
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I started with a block of "synthetic wood"
(brand name "Cibatool"), a plastic material
that cuts just as easily as wood, but has no
grain. This is an excellent material to work
with. I sawed this 50mm thick block in half
on a bandsaw, and cut out rough blanks for
the three wheel patterns.
The 25mm thick block of the "synthetic
wood" was first sawed to roughly octagonal
form, drilled in the center, put on a mandrel,
faced, outside turned to the proper diameter
(always reckoning with the casting shrinkage), turned over, then the outside (slightly
sloping) profile of the spokes, and the hub
were turned. DUSTY WORK!
Now, some manual work: Mounting the
piece on my smaller lathe - which has an
overhead milling attachment - the mandrel
held in a vise on the cross-slide. I could thus
feed the piece in a straight line using the
lathe's feed, and also BY HAND rotate the
piece on the mandrel - I had tightened the
mandrel screw just enough so I could rotate
the piece with some slight force. I had made
a D-bit of the proper rounded and tapering
profile, to get the proper form for the
spokes:

You can probably visualize the process from the following, I regret I did not shoot any picture of the operation - it was a bit too fascinating, so I forgot the camera entirely... ;-)
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I sank the special D-bit into the material close to the center (I had naturally carefully and
clearly marked out the cuts to be made), advanced the lead screw on the lathe to cut one
side of the spoke, then I turned the piece manually, thus cutting kind of a figure "7" with a
curved top - the top being the inner circumference of the wheel. Then, I lifted the bit,
cranked the feed back to the starting point and turned the work piece to the next mark, so
the bit would sink into the right position when lowered again. Process repeated, with slight
modifications for the holes adjacent to the counterweight and the connecting rod pin hub
(where I didn't cut all the way through, but left a "bottom" to the hole, just as in the prototype). Then, having all the "7"-like cuts done, I cranked the cross-slide to the correct position for the final straight cuts, thus freeing a triangle of material between adjacent spokes.
The counterweight and the connecting rod pin hub I made separately, and glued them in
place with hardening styrene filler. (In Finland, marketed as "Chemical Metal" by the Plastic Padding Co. - you probably have your own local brands of this gooey stuff...)
This entire process would NOT have been possible with a harder material, or probably even
with ordinary wood, due to the fibers which would have deflected the piece in the manual
freehand-cutting operation... That's why I like this "synthetic wood"!
This "Mickey Mouse" picture shows the
finished patterns for the wheels on the
3003 loco and its tender. Fortunately, all
the drivers are identical, so I need only
three wheel patterns for the whole
locomotive! The driving wheel pattern is
210 mm (a tad over 8 1/4") in diameter, to
allow for the shrinking in casting, and
some machining - the final thread diameter
will be 189 mm, flange 199 mm.

These are Tk3 wheel patterns that I did
earlier - as mentioned elsewhere, my friend
Kusti is making a type Tk3 engine model.
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Cutting, Soldering, Welding the Frame
Next task, the frame. Laying out a drawing, adapted from the prototype, was easy:

I decided to make the frame from rectangular steel bar, "key stock". Another possibility
would have been to have it torch or laser cut from12mm thick steel plate - something I'd
loathe to do myself.

The best way for me to get absolutely square
ends and exact dimensions for the pieces
was to cut them a bit oversize with an
angular grinder, and then square up the parts
to exact dimensions in the lathe. There is no
need for accurate centering here - that's why
a 3-jaw chuck is OK. (I've still to get a 4jaw...) NOTE dated 2000-11-25: Bought a 4jaw today!
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Next step was the milling of the slots for the pedestals. This will ensure a perfect fit for the
journal bearings. Here I have bolted the two main frame parts together, in order to get
exactly the same dimensions on both halves of the frame. I'm using another, smaller lathe (2
1/2" height, 8" centers) that has a milling attachment for this - but it's all too small for the
rest of the works.

The more massive part of the frame would have been impossible to silver solder with my
own small propane burner, so I borrowed an oxy-acetylene torch and welded the joints
between the front & back parts of the frame halves.
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Here are the assembled frame halves. You can see that the lower part, with the pedestal
binders, have screw joints - I must be able to open up the frame to get the bearing blocks
into it... So that you can get an idea of the size, I've included ordinary 150mm (6") calipers
in the picture.

A couple of weeks later, the frame stretchers are added, and the chassis is finally taking a
definite form.
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Front Bogie
Next step is the front bogie (or pony truck in the US)...

... and the bogie axles:

Again, just as with the frame, I used rectangular steel, "key" stock, thanks to its exact
dimensions and good finish. You can see how I've again milled grooves for the pedestals,
just as I did on the main frame.
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Here, I've assembled the bogie with countersunk M4 screws and silver soldered the
pedestals. (I will replace the Allen headed screws later with hex-heads, closer to prototype...)
As before, all ends of the parts are precisely faced to 90° in the lathe, so the whole thing
assembled squarely and nicely on the first try.

Next, almost three months later, I made the balancing mechanism for the bogie; a set of four
balancing levers that suspend the entire bogie frame, and by the weight of the loco, forces
the bogie to stay centered, as this 1875 drawing shows:
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Below is the central part of the suspension, made of four pieces of brass, cut to size and
silver soldered - the picture is taken just after soldering, and shows the part upside down.
Originally, in the 3003, this was a heavy, cast iron component. The axles are of silver steel
(drill rod), hardened & tempered. The small M2 screws were only for holding the pieces
together during soldering, and will be removed. And there is still some filing & forming to
be done.

Here, I've attached the bogie to the frame tentatively. Still missing is the circular axial
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bearing that will be included between the bogie and the frame. Also, the bogie will be
attached to the complex cylinder/smokebox assembly, not to a simple cross-brace as here.
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Rods & Brasses
Again, I used "key stock" for the rods & straps, since it's available in suitable dimensions,
and the surface is so smooth that it needs very little attention, just a little emery paper to get
a nice lustre. The straps are a bit thicker, proportionally, than the original, but I feel I needed
the extra strength here. I also beveled the edges of the rods, as they were in life-size practice.

The straps are of course removable, and the brasses are positioned precisely with the help of
thin brass shims, thus getting exactly the right coupling rod length. I thought this was
stronger & safer than making wedges, as used in the prototype - I may yet add cosmetic
wedges... I have yet to decide if I should split the brasses, or make the coupling pin flanges
removable... Suggestions?
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This copy from the original 1875 drawing shows the main road ends, with the brasses and
wedges. I'm working on these now, modifying the design to better suit 1:8 scale...
For instance, I have obtained special bearings for the main rods, and also adapted the previously made coupling rod brasses to accept them.

This type of bearing (lower right, above) is in fact just a sleeve of steel, with a teflon-type
plastic inner surface. It provides a maintenance-free, simple method of constructing a rod
end (here, the big end of the main rod). Notice how both the strap and the brass insert are
milled out to accept the sleeve, which is a tight press fit in the hole in the brass. These
sleeves cost very little, less than 50 US cents each. Time will show whether they stand up to
dust and grime, but they are at least easily replaceable! The oil cups became entirely
cosmetic after I changed to these bearing sleeves.
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The finished rods (less cosmetic wedges) with coupling pins ready, waiting for the wheels
to be cast.
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Eccentrics & Bearings
Using the 1875 drawing (at bottom) as a guide, I prepared my own 1:8 scale drawing of the
eccentrics & straps.
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I have made the eccentrics from
bronze. Here you can see how I
sawed off the next-to-last eccentric out of a longer bar already
turned to dimension, long enough
for all the eccentrics. I removed
the bar from the vise after each
cut, and trued up the face again.
This meant I always had one perfectly true face when continuing
machining.
The straps will be cast, and I'm
working on the pattern, which I
make of plywood.

I made the axle boxes into "bearing blocks" of solid brass, modifying the original design to
suit the needle bearings. The nylon washers function both as dust guard and axial bearings.
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Here I'm boring the hole for the
needle bearing that will go inside
the block. Note the spacer at the
arrow - it's a piece of 4 mm acrylic that I put behind the block so as
not to risk running the tool into
the chuck. I've found acrylic (Perspex) ideal for this, since it is very
flat and true, and it's easy to see
when I've cut far enough - I get
acrylic shavings instead of brass
chips...
Photo note: It's interesting to see
the behaviour of the chips: The
electronic flash (1/15.000 of a second) has frozen the chips in the
air, but the worklight and the
longer exposure time of the camera has resulted in weak ghost images of the flying chips
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Here's the main driving axle with
its eccentrics and bearings. The
suspension will be a combination
of axle box springs and
"cosmetic" equalizing flat springs
(the latter were used on the
prototype). The final adjustment
won't be made until I have all the
valve gear finished, and that will
not be for some time...
...but here you can see how I've
already got the axle bearing
blocks tentatively attached to the
frame.
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I have obtained needle bearings for
the journals, not exactly prototype
(and not exactly cheap!), but this
will reduce friction substantially.
The bearings have an inner sleeve
(see the two in front, where the
sleeves are removed), so I won't
have to case-harden the axles. And,
they will be totally hidden within
the bearing brasses, so no-one
(except you who read this) will
know I've cheated.
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Builder's & Number Plates
Of course, a printing shop could make nice zinc plates with their "autotype" process, but,
being the eternal tinkerer, I wanted to do it all by myself, and in brass, too.

There's a Dynamark (formerly 3M) material called "i.n.t." (image'n'transfer) that enables
you to make your own "dry-transfer letters" - perhaps you remember "Letraset" and similar
products, used for graphic arts titling and headlines before computers and laser printers?
i.n.t. is an imageable material, used by, among others, ad agencies and graphic artists - and
some crazy animators...
First, a lithographic negative is made of the artwork (for all the graphics I need to do in my
animation work, I have a lithographic repro camera in my darkroom/workshop, lucky me!),
and then the i.n.t. is exposed with an UV-fluorescent lamp through the negative.
Here I develop a transfer image of the builders plate - messy work.
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After developing, I got a sheet with the image in a sticky, tarry-like black substance, which
transfers by pressure (ball point pen, for instance), here to a piece of sandpapered brass. The
surface has to be clean!

Then, etching. Here the brass plate (cut to size) is immersed in a strong solution of ferric
chloride (FeCl3), which slowly etches away the surface unprotected by the transfer. Acid
etching would be too vigorous for the i.n.t. - gas bubbles would lift the transfer off the metal.
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An hour of immersion in the FeCl3 bath only etches away less than 1/10th of a mm (a few
thou), but that's enough to get the necessary relief for the next step...

... after removing the transfer, rinsing & drying, of course: I spray painted the plate matte
black, and used 600 grit emery paper on a flat surface to polish the raised letters "out" from
the paint.
Even with all the literature I have obtained, it was very hard to determine exactly how the
plates looked on the 3003 - the maker's plate design changed in 1873 to Burnham, Parry,
Williams & Co., but in 1872 it should still have been as shown here, i.e. M. Baird. But the
book "The American Locomotive" by John H. White shows a drawing of the 1870 Baldwin
loco No. 2550, with a plate that has only "PHILA." on the bottom. Does anybody of you
have any literature that could elucidate on this? I've drawn these as close to prototype as I
could - but if I can get some definitive info, I'll etch new plates...
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Editors note: Jan-Eric commented on this exercise in his article entitled "Animated Steam Building a Ten Wheeler - Part 11: The Cab" in the January/February 2013 edition of "Live
Steam & Outdoor Railroading":
One more addition to the cab are the "builder's plate" on the cab sides, above the road
number. This time, I had them made (for about $30) by a company making old-style
metal printing plates. It is quite a hassle to etch them yourself - I should know,
getting yellow-stained fingers from the ferric chloride I used to etch the brass plates
for my 4-4-0 and 0-6-0! Fortunately, the discoloring wore away in a few weeks...
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Axle Boxes & Suspension

The axleboxes were made from solid brass here marked out, centered in the 4-jaw and
center drilled.

After boring the hole for the
needle bearing, I milled the
grooves so that the axle boxes
will fit into and slide in the
pedestals. I believe I made well
over a pound of chips making the
8 axle boxes.

The frame with axles and bearings at this stage (seen from the underside - front bogie not
yet attached):
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This is my suspension method: Two double
(inside each other) springs and a foam
rubber block (cut from an old, thick mouse
pad!) between the axle box and frame. This
yields easily at first, but gets harder as the
rubber is compressed. I believe this will
ensure a smooth ride, eventually.
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Perspective Correction of Snapshot

As you've seen on the intro page, I have a nice snapshot of the Museum's 1:10 scale model.
This picture serves me well as a guide when building, together with the copies of the 1875
drawings I've been able to procure.
However, the original photo was shot in an oblique angle, for an obvious reason: the model
is in a plexiglass enclosure, which precluded me from shooting it "straight on" - I would
have got quite some reflection of the camera's flash! (Even now visible in the enclosure's
corners.)

This picture (unretouched above) is not the very best for construction purposes, but what to
do?
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Photo retouching to the rescue again! By using the distorting filter a couple of times, I was
able to stretch the picture so that all the wheels are circles, a good indication that the perspective correction is OK. As you saw in the picture of my workshop, I also printed this to
the correct 1:8 scale, so I have a HUGE inspirational photo to look at while fiddling with all
those parts.
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Links by Grinding, Hangers, Rockers etc

Again, key stock, 8x12 mm, will
be the best raw material for the
links. Here I have cut, drilled and
roughly ground the curve for one
part of a link - the prototype's
links are made in parts, too, and
not by machining out of the solid.
Scribing the curve on the piece of
steel enabled me to hand grind the
radius to within a few tenths of a
mm (a hundredth inch or two).

But how shall I get the absolutely
correct curve, and a smooth surface?
Taking an idea from a book,
where the author milled his link
with a special jig, I designed a
similar apparatus - but without
any feed mechanism needed for
milling. The brass plate has holes
for attaching the "raw" link pieces
at the right radius from the pivot.
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Mounting a small grinding wheel
in the lathe chuck, I put a
diamond in the toolpost, and trued
up the wheel - this is VERY
important! In fact, I did this
before each one of the parts, just
to be sure that any deformation
due to wear would be minimal.
Also note the rag covering &
protecting the bed of the lathe.
The truing up was really dusty.

Here you can see the grinding in
progress. The jig is fastened in the
toolpost, straight & true. I used
the cross slide to feed in the work
about 0.05mm (about two thou)
for each pass - this enabled me to
comfortably move and hold the
moving arm of the jig by hand impossible had I been milling!
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Here you can see the result, still
attached to the jig - a shiny, true
surface with the correct radius. A
little emery will give an almost
mirror-like surface. Note the
spacer at the arrow (a piece of key
stock), this was necessary to clear
the hub screw of the grinding
wheel.

The link parts so far, not yet filed & formed to perfection, but showing the nice sliding
surfaces for the die block:
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Here's the drawing of the link, adapted to 1:8 scale...

...and here are the finished links. Making these took quite a while, due to the intricate form.
I still have to make the die blocks, link hangers etc. You can see some of the parts on the
background in this picture, showing the 1875 drawing of the 3003.
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Well, a few days later and I had
the rockers and their bearings
attached to the frame tentatively...
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... and in two more days, I had the
lifting shaft done, with the arms
silver soldered to the axle. The
position in this picture shows full
gear forward! I made the links &
die blocks and the rocker bearings
with the best precision I could,
and there is indeed very little play
- too much would offset the valve
events...

The parts marked in white on this small excerpt of the original drawing shows how far
I've come - or, should I say, how much I yet
have left to do!
Still to come: eccentric sheaves and rods...
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Crosshead Pump
This is the crosshead pump on the right side of the 3003. I will build a similar pump for my
model, and just obtained the stainless steel balls needed for all the pumps and valves. (surprisingly cheap, 100 stainless balls each of 4, 5 and 6mm diameter cost only US$ 9, i.e. 3
cents per ball!)
The original locomotive has cup-formed valves inside the pump, but they're impractical in
1:8 scale. In addition to this crosshead pump, it has an injector on the left side - this I will
make as a mock-up only, I believe the crosshead pump will be effective enough, and I will
also have an emergency hand pump in the tender. Naturally, there will be check valves on
all the boiler feed lines.
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This is the silver soldered but yet unpolished pump body. The stroke is the same as the
piston stroke, and the plunger is of stainless steel Ø 6 mm (1/4"). There will be a gland with
an O-ring to seal the crosshead end of the pump cylinder. The air chambers are purely
cosmetic, but do contain the ball valves.
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Tender Pump
I already made the tender pump (it doesn't exist in real size), with two ball valves and a
10mm plunger of brass - the pump is powerful enough to bring the pressure up to over 10
bars (150 lb/sq.in) with just a squeeze of the thumb! (In fact, I could have got the needle
exceeding the scale, but didn't do it, in fear of busting the pressure gauge...)

Here is a drawing of the tender pump - thanks to the ball valves, the pressure held pretty
well after I stopped pressing the plunger (which did leak a little since the O-ring was still
missing when I did the test). I got a shower of water when I unscrewed the pressure gauge
from the pump! So, I expect no problems feeding water into the boiler, where the working
pressure will be less than 8 bar (115 lb/sq.in)...
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Reversing Shaft, Levers etc
I made the reversing arc of a piece
of 6 x 6 mm key stock (this get's
kind of tautological, eh), by
actually forging it: clamping one
end of a long piece in the bench
vise, and heating it to a dull red
with a propane flame, I used a
pre-cut aluminum gauge for
comparison while bending the
piece of stock to the right radius,
the bend progressing forward as I
moved the flame along the piece.
There was little machining left to
do after this operation... Here's the
last step: I'm cutting the
indentations for the reversing
lever's locking mechanism into
the already formed arc.

The finished arc and above it the
reversing lever, made of two
pieces of brass, silver soldered
together.
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The finished assembly attached to the frame
- the spring mechanism and black acrylic
plate are temporary. I'll replace the spring
with a smaller one, and the arc will in the
end be attached to the side of the cab, when
it is finished.

This is the other end of the reversing rod. I
made a cosmetic spring enclosure (in
prototype, it contains the balancing spring
for the lever and link assembly).
Below you can see the entire assembly attached to the frame:
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Eccentric Straps

I had planned to make the eccentric straps from cast iron, but got
another idea (which I'm sure you
can't even guess ;-): Make them
from key stock...
This may sound crazy, but since
6x6 mm stock is easily forged
with a propane flame by just
bending, no hammering needed, I
decided to try it!

Having thus formed the bar to
suitable radius, I cut the two
pieces needed for each eccentric.
In addition to these, I cut four
short pieces for holding the straps
together with screws.
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Here I've placed all the pieces for
one strap on a fireproof brick,
ready for silver soldering. Note
how I've ground a rough
indentation for the fastening
pieces into the halves. This will
greatly increase the strength of the
join. I used a narrow grinding
disk to cut the recesses, since
precision is not needed here - the
solder will fill the gaps. But how
can I avoid the two halves from
being soldered together
permanently? Simple: pieces of
paper are inserted between them,
at arrows!

Here the soldering is completed.
The paper has carbonized,
forming a layer between the
halves that enabled me to separate
them easily. To finish the
eccentric strap I still added a
fastening tab for the eccentric rod,
and finally turned the inner
diameter and thickness to the
correct dimensions. Four are
altogether needed, two on each
side of the loco.
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The photo above shows the parts for the four eccentrics - I used both steel and brass... Still
to come: Lubrication for the straps - since I didn't make them from cast iron, I'll make small
brass oil cups and attach them to the straps...

I also made this quickie jig to enable me to silver solder the eccentric rods to the straps and
get all to exactly the same length. Note that the jig is adjustable - by rotating the pin holder
at left, I can set the distance. (Tightly screwed in place when soldering, of course!)
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I tested the assembly by attaching a hand crank to the axle.

One side of the assembly is put together in the wrong way, forward & backward eccentrics
are not mirror images of the other side. Also, the eccentric angles are just approximated by
eye - all this I will naturally correct when I do the final assembly - but I wanted to see the
"action" immediately...
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Casting - First Attempt

The wooden mold frame and the pattern for
the driving wheels of the 3003.

Yours truly playing in the sand-box...
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The "green" sand is well packed, in
fact hammered, around the pattern, and
the frame is turned around...

... and the pattern is removed! Pretty
good impression, huh?
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The implements for melting iron and casting
it, starting from lower left: tongs, crucible,
furnace, above it raw materials: bucket of
pig iron, can of FeSi, box of scrap iron.
Continuing down right: crucible holder with
long handle, and the assembled sand molds.
Top: Mr. Caster himself: Kusti Nyholm, two
tanks of propane (33 kilograms each), fire
extinguisher (fortunately not needed this
time), scale for getting pig iron/scrap ratio
correct.

Charging the furnace...
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Logging time & gas consumption...

Getting hot...
An hour and a half, total 20 kilograms of
propane burned. That's a lot of kilowatts!
Note the burner: An iron tube pointing into
the furnace, with a thin brass tube across the
opening. This brass tube has a 1.5 mm hole
pointing into the iron tube. Propane pressure
is around 3 bar at this point. The venturi effect draws air into the iron tube, and the
mixture burns inside the furnace.
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OK, here we go - white hot crucible
containing 7 kg of molten iron.

Casting - fill 'em up!

Smaller casting looks good when mold is
cracked after cooling for over an hour...
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Not too bad!

OH NO! This was the evening's only
unpleasant surprise. It looks like the
iron was not hot enough to penetrate
into the narrow spokes. Visually, the
color of the melt was a bright yellow,
which I approximate as 1300° C...
We obviously need a couple of hundred degrees more to get a proper flow
of the molten iron - looking at it when
poured, I'd say the consistency was
like cream, or motor oil, not "watery",
as I think it ought to be. Looks like
we'll have to construct some kind of
pre-heater for the burner's air intake...
Here's Kusti's own website, describing
the process in more detail:
http://www.sparetimelabs.com
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Successful Casting
Kusti, my friend with the backyard furnace, is improving his system with an air intake preheater and a fan, and still intends to melt his own iron and cast his wheels all by himself,
something which I do admire him for...
... since I myself took the easy way out, as you'll see below!

OK, let's go for some "assembly line"
production - first, making frames for 5
sets of castings...

Here's how I'm going to get a driver, a
bogie wheel, and two tender wheels from
each pour.
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Turning around the frame - this time, I
didn't forget the risers and vents! I made
them with pieces of round steel, with
threads on the upper ends - then they
could be easily removed from the packed
sand with a small tapped tool I made.

A friendly foundry not too far from Helsinki promised to sell me iron in liquid
form, an idea which certainly appealed to
me! They promised me some floor space
for a few hours, as long as I wouldn't interfere with their ordinary production
work...
A lady working at the foundry was most
concerned with how I would get my
clothes clean afterwards - as you can see,
I appeared for work clad in all white...
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Here are the five finished sand molds (4
actually needed, one is a spare). They took
me a little less than an hour apiece to
assemble and pack with sand - all this of
course interspersed with some friendly
chatting with the foundry workers, who
abound with information and advice! (...
and the clothing, well, I'll let you in on the
secret: they were actually discarded for use
as rags, but resurrected one last time!)

The iron is transferred from the induction
furnace into a smaller container suitable for
pouring the molds.
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Pouring the first mold...

Two hours later, the molds are
cracked open, and what do we find:
nice loco wheels in gray cast iron,
still covered in sand, and too hot to
handle! A little flash around the
rims, but all the spokes are in place
- a nice surprise! (Well, not really,
with vents and 1500° C iron, I really DID expect nothing but success...)
When cooled, the wheels will be
sandblasted by the foundry, to get a
nice, clean surface. In a couple of
days I'll pick them up...
Next installment of the 3003 story:
Machining the wheels!
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Machining the Wheels

After sandblasting, the nice and
clean castings were ready for
separating...

... hard work, even with an angle
grinder! I cut off all the risers,
outside flash and extraneous bits,
to minimize any lathe work on
uneven surfaces - something I
find rather unnerving: kathump,
kathump, kathump...
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Then, after drilling and tapping
three M4 holes in the back of the
casting, I attached it to my homemade faceplate - which barely
suffices, as you can see.

After careful centering (using the
rim of the casting as a guide, and
adjusting its position on the
faceplate with a rubber mallet,
finally tightening the three screws
well), I was ready to face the front
side of the driver. I also turned the
tread surface and the railward part
of the flange, as well as the
surface of the counterweight, all
without removing the wheel from
the faceplate.
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Then, having done all the surfaces
I could reach with this setup, I
carefully bored the center hole to
a tight press fit onto the already
machined axle.

I removed the faceplate and
chucked up the wheel (using the
axle as an arbor) for the final operation: facing the back side, and
narrowing the spokes a bit towards the rim (this nicely got rid
of the substantial flash you can
see between the spokes), and then
the final turning of the other side
of the flange.
Whew! I estimate I removed
about 1 kilogram (2 pounds) of
iron from each casting - I was
black as a coal miner after doing
this - cast iron contains about 4 %
graphite, which really messes
things up...
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But - after two evenings of
strenuous, hard work (not often experienced by a cartoon
animator ;-), I had the first set
of wheels on the axle!
Quite satisfying, really!
Still to come: Attaching the
crank-pins, quartering and final attachment of wheels to
axles. I plan on using Loctite
601 for this - or should I try to
machine slots for a key, something I'm rather loath to do...
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Quartering the Drivers

Here are the four drivers, painted with primer so that I could stay relatively clean when
handling them - curse that graphite in the cast iron! To get the wheels on the axles, I first
had to carefully drill & ream the holes for the crankpins in exactly the right position and
attach the pins (tight interference fit).

Then, I used the 4-jaw chuck's 90
degree division as a guide for the
quartering: I centered one end of
the axle in the 4-jaw (the other
end already had the wheel
attached), and using a precision
ground square placed on one of
the jaws, I put a masking tape
marker on the lathe's headstock.
By putting the square on the next
jaw, and sighting at the tape edge
along the square (see arrows) I
could turn the chuck exactly 90
degrees (visual tolerance plus
minus a fifth of a degree,
perhaps?).
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I had already added a stopper for the crankpin to the underside of the lathe's tailstock (see
arrow in left image, shot from behind the lathe). After turning the wheel 90 degrees as
described above, I chose suitable pieces of scrap to build another stopper that simply rested
on the lathe bed. Adding a shim on top of that (arrow) made the square's edge again
coincide precisely with the masking tape edge. Now I was ready for the actual quartering!
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Before setting the angle, I of course ensured that the wheel was turning true on
the axle - using a dial readout, I could ascertain that the wheel wiggled less than
0.04 mm (less than 2 thou) at the rim, see
arrow.
Since I used Loctite 601 to secure the
wheels, and there had to be a loose fit in
order to leave a small space for the Loctite,
I had turned the axle 0.05 mm (2 thou) undersize and then indented it with a center
punch in a tight pattern:

This kept the wheel on firmly enough
when doing the setup, but enabled me to
move its position ever so slightly (with a
small rubber mallet) to get it to run really
true.
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When the second wheel ran true, I positioned both crankpins firmly against their respective
stoppers - see arrows. And yes, I had indeed remembered to include all the stuff that was
supposed to be on the axle - nylon washers, axleboxes, eccentrics etc. Forgetting them
would have resulted in quite a hassle, having to open up everything again...
Finally, when the Loctite had set, I drilled and tapped for an M3 grub screw in the crack between each wheel and axle to ensure that the wheels will not slip on the axles even under
high stress.
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Driver Assembly

Working to tight tolerances, using micrometer, dial readout and digital calipers really paid
off - everything was silky smooth; no binding, no tight spots when I inserted the axleboxes
in the frame and added the coupling rods (which I had made earlier, contrary to accepted
practice - some say the rods should be bored using a jig made with the help of crankpins
already in place on the wheels). In fact, giving one wheel a quick impulse with the hand, the
whole contraption was freewheeling for several revolutions! I feel that the often-published
fear about quartering wheels and making the coupling rods is a bit exaggerated (at least on a
4-4-0) - careful work and frequent use of measuring devices will avoid most problems...
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Building the Cab

The parts needed for the cab are cut from
waterproof plywood, 6mm (1/4") thick.

Having no suitable factory-made 45°
milling tool available, I quickly made one
from a 12 mm bolt, and was able to...
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... miter the edges of the plywood pieces to
the required angle. I used the drill press for
this, putting a piece of plywood into the
vise as a guide. Top speed on the drill, and
the plywood, hand fed, cut very easily with
the unhardened tool!

The windows will be sunk into the cab
sides, the recesses are milled in the drill
press with an ordinary slot mill. Only the
corners had to be chiseled out...
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Fabrication of the Cylinders
I adapted the original drawing (where the cylinders were of cast iron) to one suitable for
cylinders fabricated in parts. Note how the steam channels to the cylinder ends will be
drilled through the thick body of the cylinders - if I had made them of cast iron, several
mold core pieces would have been needed to get the channels into the castings - that's why I
decided to use the fabrication method instead...

Starting with a 4 kilogram (9 pound) chunk
of extruded 85-5-5-5 bronze, also called gun
metal...
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... I turned the two cylinders to the right
outer diameter.

Using the home-made milling vise
attachment described earlier, I used my
lathe to mill the recesses for the steam
chest. Note how I've clamped the cylinder
between two pieces of rectangular steel,
one of which is held by the vise.
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The walls of the steam chest are 8 mm
thick, and will be tapped for the bolts that
will hold the upper part of the chest and its
cover in place. There are 4 thinner,
separating walls fitted within the chest. I
made them about 1 mm higher than the
outer walls, to allow for subsequent
machining. In addition to dividing the
chest into chambers, they will also support
the thin steel plate steam-port insert. All
brass parts will be silver soldered together
to form a steam-tight enclosure. The top
surface of the steam chest will be milled
flat, and I will use gasket paste to seal the
seams between the chest and the insert.

Silver soldering the whole chunk - it took
quite a while to get all that mass to red
heat...
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The two cylinders are ready for machining!
But how to get an absolutely plane and true
surface to the steam chest without a proper
mill? I don't trust my homemade milling
attachment with any job of this
importance ...

Grinding to the rescue! Using a 6 mm thick
angle grinder stone, I was able to use my
small lathe (size of a sewing machine, but
with a milling attachment) to plane the
surface very nicely, to within a couple of
hundredth mm (a thou or so)... This small
milling attachment would not have been
rigid enough for actual milling, but for
grinding, and with a small feed, it worked
perfectly! To get an even better finish, I
used some fine grit abrasive paper placed
on a piece of sheet glass - and ground the
steam chest with a few back-and-forth
strokes on this absolutely plane grinding
surface.
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Having bored the cylinders to the correct
size, honing was the next step - I bought a
cheap (approx USD 15) honing attachment
intended for a handheld drill, modified it
somewhat, and used the lathe for the
honing! To get the exact placement of the
cylinder, centered, straight and true, I first
attached it to the 3-jaw, and then selected
suitable packing material to fasten it to the
cross slide (the flat steam chest surface
downwards) using the home-made angle
bracket as a clamp (partly seen in top right
of picture). Then I could loosen the chuck's
grip, and move the cylinder to the honing
position, knowing that the bore now was
aligned to the lathe's axis. I used light oil
on the three honing stones, and ran the
cylinder back and forth to ensure a smooth
finish to the bore.
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Piston and Crosshead

The left cylinder with piston, front end. Piston is of brass, rod is stainless steel, as are the
nuts, piston and gland rings are Viton. Corrosion resistant, all! Note the steam passages in
the top of the cylinder, should be large enough...
In this shot, the piston is about 5mm from "dead" position - the recessed cylinder cover will
be only 3 mm from the piston at minimum. Of course, there is a recess in the cover to allow
space for the piston nut.

The crosshead is still a bit unfinished, needs to be formed at the lower edge. Slides and
crosshead are made of - what else - key stock! Being high-carbon steel, there should be no
friction problem - oil cups are yet to be added, naturally! The Allen head cylinder cover
screws are not exactly prototype, but they will be hidden behind "cosmetic" brass covers
like the ones on the original 3003.
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Slide Valves
The slide valves are made of aluminum bronze, which should stand the wear pretty well...
I'm milling the opening in the valve to exact dimensions using the small "Unimat 3" lathe's
milling pillar. The numbers written in marker shows the result of the first rough milling
(almost to scribed lines): how many 1/10ths of a mm still to be taken off. As you can see,
the first operation left the opening 0.5 mm undersize, and a bit tilted (0.2mm). This was
corrected in the final step shown here.

The finished slide valves. The tolerance to which I made them is 0.05 mm, or 2 thous.
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The two steam port inserts are clamped together and attached to a holder while being milled.
Using one port edge as a reference, the ports were milled to the right size using the
Unimat's cross slide scale - and frequent checking with digital calipers! Since the ports are
only 4 mm wide, I used a 3 mm diameter, 3-flute milling cutter, taking care to keep the feed
(both depth- and lengthwise) small enough both for the cutter and the machine...

The finished port inserts. I plan to have these chrome or nickel plated to reduce wear
against the alu-bronze valves. Using inserts like this, I didn't have to make the cylinder
steam ports to higher tolerance than +- 0.5 mm (hard to do with silver soldered brass). The
exact position of the ports is determined by these inserts which are attached with silicon
gasket paste in addition to the steam chest screws.
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An assembled steam chest with the valve in place, less cover. The gland contains a fluorinerubber O-ring, which can withstand temperatures up to 200° C (400° F). Note the stainless,
screwed-in valve stem (arrow) - in prototype, it is attached with a wedge, but this makes for
easier adjustment - when the right position is found, a drop of loctite in the thread will keep
it there!
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Progress of the 3003 loco as of 2001-08-03.
The steam inlet and exhaust tubes are temporary - note that the inlet is on only the
back end of the steam chest. However, there
should be ample space for the steam to pass
over the valve into the port on the front end.
I will still have to do some tiny adjustments
to the eccentrics, since the engine seemed a
little bit "lame" at smaller cut-offs... But I
was honestly surprised when I connected
the air supply - there was enough air in just
the quick-coupling hose (the compressorto-hose valve was shut!) to make the
wheels revolve several turns!

The cylinder drain cocks were rather time-consuming to make, given their small size. Here
are the parts for the four cocks, the bodies are made from 9 mm hex brass bar, and the plugs
from 5 mm round stock, but turned conical, 2.5°. With the same setting on the lathe, I
turned the conical D-bit reamer with which I opened up the 4 mm drilled holes in the bodies
to the correct fit. The plugs are silver soldered to the levers. The cocks will be operated with
a lever in the cab.
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It's Taking Shape!

"An hour a day keeps the boredom away."
Well, actually, these past few days it's been quite a bit more than an hour a day - an intensive weekend with a new electric saw (wondrously, all fingers are still intact ;-) and a few
tins of paint, and suddenly, the 3003 project is starting to resemble something loco-like...
The cab and running boards are made of waterproof plywood, with real glass in the windows, thin wooden strips on the cab walls, the roof is coated with sandpaper (3 1/2, coarsest
I could get) and painted black to simulate the original felt. I've finally used the sheet metal
bending machine I bought half a year ago - forming the brass "fenders" over the driving
wheels. They are made of 0.8 mm (1/32") brass that I sawed to shape in my small bandsaw.
This kept the metal straight - had I used ordinary shears, the edge would have been quite
wavy...
The cab is painted red-brown, just as the wheels. The running boards and inside of the cab
are painted to resemble wood - a brownish yellow base color with light brush streaks in
darker brown to simulate the grain. The original waterproof plywood was an ugly dark
brown color...
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I've still to paint the fenders (red-brown with red and yellow stripes, shiny brass edges) and
the boiler support braces (black). I was asked to take the unfinished model with me to the
Steam Festival & Exhibition in Porvoo next weekend, so I'm trying to get the loco as good
looking as possible by Saturday - and the paint dry enough to withstand the public's poking
fingers! (Definition of a 5-year old boy: "A dirty noise"... ;-)
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Cowcatcher
25 round steel pieces with loop ends (made
from cable fasteners) and a few pieces of
band iron, all silver solder- and screwjoined together...

... and as by magic, a cowcatcher appears!
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Tender Stuff

Here I'm planning the
tender bogies'
attachment.

The bogies each have a
bearing made in two
parts, an aluminum cup
and a thick nylon
washer. The cup is
attached to the bogie,
the washer is put on the
pin attached to the
tender frame.

All put together, on a
test track. Note spring &
foam rubber suspension
in pedestals, just as on
the loco. Still to come:
Cosmetic axlebox
covers and leaf springs.
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The brake rigging is designed exactly
according to prototype. I made the levers
of brass and the links of 3 mm (1/8") dia.
steel, with slotted and threaded forks at the
ends. This enables me to adjust the braking
balance on the two bogies.

The brakes affect all 8 wheels of the tender simultaneously. Here you can see the brake
shoes and their hanging suspension. Can you guess how I made the shoes? (Hint: eccentric
straps... ;-) Top left in this picture is the screw mechanism for tightening the brakes. This is
operated by ...
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... a handwheel. There will be a bearing
to steady the long axle just under the
handwheel, attached to the inner side of
the left leg of the yet unbuilt water tank.
This is according to prototype, where the
brakes were slow in operation - some 10
to 20 turns of the handwheel were needed
to set the brake. This is also the
operational mode on my model if the
brakes are used as standing brakes, but
I've built the mechanism so that I can also
use the brake as a fast emergency brake.
By lifting the handwheel, the brakes are
immediately engaged.
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The Smokestack
.... is really the "signature" of the steam locomotive. You can directly see if it's a wood or
coal burner: woodburners always have a large, conical "balloon" stack, containing some
form of spark extinguisher, while coal burners usually have straight, narrow stacks.
The 3003 originally had the patented "Radley/Hunter" stack, containing a stationary fanlike structure that caused the smoke gases to whirl around inside the stack. This flung the
cinders towards the outer side of a perforated, cylindrical inner part of the stack, where the
sparks were disintegrated, extinguished and collected as ash in the lower part of the stack.
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I'm not building the entire spark arrestor system - not necessary, since I intend to burn propane, not wood... It's only important that the stack looks like the original on the outside, so I
can leave out most of the interior details.
Laying out the parts was easy - using the original 1875 drawing, I measured the upper and
lower diameter as well as the sides of each cone. Calculating distances from the imagined
"point" of the cone, it was a piece of cake, or rather "pi", to get the angle of the sector needed to from the cone.
The drawing shows all the parts necessary to make the stack - excluding an inner cone and
tube, which will connect to the "petticoat cone" inside the smokebox.
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Using an inner tube (which will isolate the rest of the stack from the heat of the smoke gases) enabled me to use soft solder in the construction of the stack - I did keep the different
parts together with a few pop rivets during assembly, but the rivets were later removed.
Keeping the stack cool will also ensure that the paint won't flake off...
The parts are galvanized iron - roofing material, in fact - this proved to be sturdy enough.
The base ring that attaches the stack to the smoke box is still to be made of much thicker
brass, turned to size, and riveted or bolted to the "E"-marked tube of the stack.
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The stack in its proper place, painted with just a coat of heat-resistant primer. Note that
there is "boiler" of sorts, i.e. heat exchanger or "flash" boiler, already in position. The
valves and steam and water connections, and the insulating envelope for this boiler are all
still missing, however. All this turned out to be a dud, there was no way of getting enough
heat into the pack of copper tubes and iron plates, so I abandoned the whole flash boiler
idea - but it did serve a purpose, as an added weight during my first test on the track...
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First Test
On Friday, June 14th, I loaded the car full of railstuff - my unfinished loco, over 100 kilograms of hot rolled iron, and all kinds of other things, and drove 140 km to spend a weekend in Hango.
After two intensive days in the workshop of my neigbour (my own workshop is in Helsinki,
but I'm allowed to use his when I'm there - and I've stocked it with quite a few of my own
tools...), I have produced about 40 meters of track, enough to test my 3003 loco in function.
But how, since I don't yet have a functioning boiler? Well, I do have an air compressor, deposited in my neighbor's workshop. So, since I had a flatcar finished (apart from some detail work), why not take the compressor (actually, the tank is crucial here, not the rest) with
me on a train ride, in lieu of a boiler?
That I did. Here's a picture of the setup I used:
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I learned quite a few things (everything in metric units, so if you really need to know your
feet, convert them ;-) :
1. A curve radius of 6 meters is enough for a 4-4-0 in 1:8 scale, provided the gauge is

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

spread 9 mm in the curves. The 6mm I had calculated with caused if not slight binding, at least a lot of friction, so I decided to go 3 mm wider. This still leaves a few
mm of tread of every wheel on the track in the curves. And it works nicely - some
slight squeaking noises, though...
The simple, welded track design works well. The rail is 10 x 10 mm, the sleepers are
5 x 25 mm. Laid on a gravel driveway or a well-cut lawn, there were no problems in
running.
The rather roughly made turnout (shown on my website, same materials as above)
functioned without a hitch.
The loco has power enough - I didn't even dare to try to maximize the speed - with
the throttle (i.e. the compressor's valve) barely cracked, the loco took off like a dart.
Of course, as the pressure in the tank dropped, the power diminished. I still will have
to adjust the valve timing a bit - the rhythm of the exhaust beats is a little syncopated...
The filled tank of the compressor, (25 litres) at 8 bars pressure, sufficed for a run of a
little under 100 meters - the whole track back and forth, and a little more. The tank
pressure gauge was at 2 bars after the run, at which pressure there was no torque left.
So, I needed 6x25=150 litres of air for the trip. Is this equivalent to 150 litres of
steam? And if boiling water expands 1500 times when it becomes steam, does this
mean I have to evaporate 100 ml of water for a 100 meter trip? Endless questions...
The planned track design will have to be altered. The "proposed" 5 % grade will be
impossible for the loco to negotiate. The 2% of the driveway was OK, but needed a
steady hand on the throttle to prevent slipping. Note that I have the experimental
flash boiler as a dead weight, to increase adhesion. So, the conclusion of this experiment is: I've redrawn the track to avoid that one bump on the lot...
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Note that I have included a crossing in this design - without it, I could not get a very
interesting layout in this cramped space. The four turnouts will enable me to vary the route
and direction in many different ways.
Oh, and I might as well show you the first step in the construction of the tender tank:

I soft-soldered the pieces together, and have tested the tank - no leaks!
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A Few Burning Thoughts
I'm planning the boiler, and its firing system anew...
I already have obtained a boiler tube of 133 mm (5 1/2") outer diameter, and have experimented with a propane-fired "radiant poker burner" - basically a long tube with slots, and
some stainless steel netting:

The tube, 500 mm long, has slots, 1 mm wide, spacing 5 mm. Inside the tube is a very finemeshed stainless net, and outside, a few mm away from the slots, is a coarser net, also stainless.
When gas - air mixture is fed into this tube (which is plugged close at the other end), it escapes through the slots, where it is ignited. The inner, finer net prevents the flame flashing
back into the tube. The burning gas heats the outer netting to incandescence. This radiant
glow will be much more efficient than a blue flame heating the boiler directly.
The result of a first test was very promising: With approx. 400 grams of gas per hour, I got
a heat production that far exceeded expectations! (In this test, I didn't yet pay much attention to the uniformity of the flame - that's why there is a "cold spot" about 1/3 from the right
end.)
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This type of burner will enable me to build a simple boiler without a firebox, instead using,
for instance, 3 large flues containing radiant poker burners - this idea is based on a design
by Susan Parker:
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The Tender is Taking Shape
Doing some metalwork with the bench cutter and simple metal brake I obtained over a year
ago, I've constructed the tender tank of 1.2 mm brass.

The entire tender is soldered, not riveted, so it is immediately water tight without any
caulking,
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The tender's beading is soldered on with a pencil torch, and all the solder joints are prettied
up by using some filler, and subsequent sanding. There will not be a hand pump in the tender - the 3003 loco had a huge lever in the cab, on the left hand side, originally used for
controlling the draft to the fire - so I'll use that handle for the pump. Painting is still ahead...
I have added a little touch of class to the loco by putting mahogany strips on the walking
boards, and the loco's name "Hango" in gilded letter on the side of the cab:
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Sievert Burner
This is the state of the 3003 loco a week ago - Mr. J. Saloranta, who's almost finished
building a huge 2-10-0, is sitting on the tender. I'm working on the boiler right now - here
the unmachined boiler tube is just put in its place...

The poker burner described on the previous pages may be a good idea for smaller locos
(such burners are often used in gauge 1), but try as I did, I could not get a 20" long poker
stable enough to be usable in the restricted flue. So, I tried the obvious: Enclose the flame
of a Sievert burner in a cone of stainless steel mesh - and that worked! Inside the flue, the
cone glows bright orange over all its length, heating the copper flue tube very efficiently by
radiation.
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The photos show how I ensured the cone is positioned in the middle of the flue; on each end,
and the middle, I have a flower petal-like ring of netting, folded and attached to hold the
cone in the center.
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Propane Car
I quickly put together a propane car to hold two 5 kg bottles of gas. Unfortunately, this is
the smallest practical (i.e. refillable) bottle size easily available here in Finland, so the car is
a bit out-of-scale, perhaps 30mm too wide, and 80mm to high. But, after decorating the car
- such as simulating planks, adding a sliding door (non-working), making a nice roof, etc., it
will probably look a bit better...

I worked a little more on the propane car, deciding that one 5 kg bottle will be enough to
carry. This enabled me to lower the bottle below the car's widened frame (2 bottles would
interfere with the axles), and thus get the car more proportionate - now, it's only just about
15 mm too high:
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The frame and its protrusion below the car will be painted black, so as not to stand out so
clearly. Our propane bottles are rather high, even the harder-to-obtain (and much more
expensive to refill) 2 kg bottles are only a few mm lower than this ubiquitous 5 kg size and the regulator valve adds quite a bit of height to the bottle. I think this was a better
choice than having the car 80 mm (over 3") too high.

Here's a quick (very quick! ;-) sketch of how I constructed the bearings and pedestals for
this, and my other cars. (Imagine this as seen from the inside of the frame.)
The ball bearings are "loctited" into the axle boxes. Note that there is about 1 mm of "slop"
between axleboxes and pedestals - this enables the suspension to clear curves and unevenness of the track. If the tolerances are too tight, there would be binding, which could even
bend the axles!
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New Valve Plates
Incidentally, I re-made the valve port plates from high-carbon steel ("gauge plate"); the
original brass port plates showed some wear already, after the compressed air tests I did... I
knew this would happen already when I made them, but didn't have the right material on
hand. This was an easy job for the milling attachment of a small Unimat 3 lathe, using a
3mm 3-flute cutter for the narrowest ports, cutting both the 2mm thick plates at the same
time - taking care to ensure the feed was small enough!
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Boiler Making
Annealing two 150mm dia. pieces of 5mm thick copper, I have flanged them for tubeplates
in the boiler. You can see the forming blocks in the background (the lower one is radiused
for the flange) - cut from 120 mm iron bar. I obtained 4 pieces - they'll make nice wheels
for an additional car, later on...

To fit the large (42 mm) flues into the boiler tubeplates, I had to bore the holes, having no
drill of that size - and no machine to handle one, had I had such a huge drill... Instead, I
bored the holes using a resurrected inside cutting lathe tool - you can see that I've silversoldered and sharpened an old indexable bit to the shank of the old tool:
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Copper doesn't really cut, it deforms! Try as I did, I couldn't get the tool sharpened to a
suitable form and angle (on a "green" stone, which does grind indexable bits, albeit slowly),
so that I'd get nice swarf - instead, if the feed was more than a few tenths of a mm, the
copper expanded over the edge of the tool! I tried both oil and alcohol as a cutting fluid the latter did help a bit. So, going slow and steady, and using a minuscule feed... it took me
a whole day to turn the outside diameter of the flanges and bore the holes in the two
tubeplates - but:

The boiler is taking shape! You can see the dry tube on top, three tube stays - which will
contain a throttle rod & possibly a blower line, not that I think I'll need a blower, with the
planned firing system... The hole in the middle is for the lower blowout valve for the water
glass - the upper one will connect to the dry tube.
If you wonder why the color of the shell tube is slightly different from the rest - well, it is
cupro-nickel! Called CuNiFer, its used in shipboard steam generators and heat exchangers,
for instance. It has an annealed tensile strength two times as high as copper, is very ductile,
corrosion resistant - in fact, all its properties are "better" than pure copper's, except two:
1. Heat conduction is about one tenth of copper's - but since this is the outside boiler

shell, in this case it is actually better - for firebox or flues, it would be worse. Thermal expansion is only about 2% more than copper's: 17.1 um m-1 K-1 vs 16.8 for copper so I see no problem there.
2. Cost... That didn't apply in this case, though, thanks to a benefactor... :-)
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Next, I'll start turning some fittings of bronze for the water glass, steam manifolds (one at
each end of the boiler), feedwater inlet blowout cock and steam dome. After that, it'll be
time for some hot work, silver soldering the whole kaboodle...

Having cut all the copper tube pieces to size, and drilled & bored the tubeplates I could
assemble the stack of tubes:

Note that there is a T-join already soldered to one of the tubes - this is the "dry pipe" that
will carry steam to outlets at each end of the boiler. There will be a tube going from the T
up into the steam dome.
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The boiler shell has several fittings, counting
from the back (below in picture) they are:
backhead steam manifold, steam dome, two
blind studs to attach the sand dome and the
front (dummy) steam dome, and finally a
water filling hole that doubles as attachment
for the bell. In addition, there will be a blowout hole in the lower back end of the boiler
(not even drilled yet in this shot - its bushing
will be soldered in a separate operation).
In this picture, I have fluxed all the joins,
and am just about to light the propane
torch... For this boiler job, I bought a Sievert
nozzle a little larger than what I've been used
to before - no. 2943, which burns 2 kilograms of propane per hour, generating
26.000 Watts of heat!

Here I have silver soldered the backhead
tubeplate to the stack of tubes. Two
threaded bronze connection nipples are
also soldered to the plate at this time.
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It is extremely important that the silver
solder penetrates all the way through the
joined area - here you can see the string of
solder that has appeared by capillary action
onto the other side. When this string is unbroken, you can be assured of a good join.
Note also that I have grooved the flange of
the tubeplate; this will aid in the silver solder spreading in the large area between
tubeplate and boiler shell. In addition, I
filed grooves in the flange, longitudinally,
so that the solder could penetrate into the
grooves from outside.

How can you be sure to succeed getting the
solder to penetrate with merely capillary
action? The most important thing is very
thorough cleaning of the parts to be joined!
In addition to "pickling" the tube plates in
10 % sulphuric acid, I used a mini-drill
with a small abrasive stone running at
20,000 rpm to remove all dirt and oxide
from the shell and the tubes - which were
too large to pickle comfortably in their entirety... This also covered the surface with
minute scratches, ensuring a flowing path
for the solder even when there is a tight fit
between parts.
All joins are to be fluxed immediately after
cleaning, and the soldering should take
place with no great delay, otherwise the
flux may lose its effect.
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Again, the thin thread of silver (arrows)
showing on the reverse side assures the
join is good.
Having thus "practiced" by attaching the
backhead to the shell, and noted the good
penetration of the solder (which, incidentally, is 40% silver, some 20% cadmium), I now feel confident that I can solder
the front tubeplate both to the tubes and the
shell at the same time, without the possibility of later inspecting the joins from the inside of the boiler... (No, I don't have an endoscope... The "Rectimascop" lens I happen to own may sound like one, but alas,
despite its name, it's just a widescreen anamorphic movie projector lens. And it's 4
inches in diameter... Ouch! ;-)

So, here is the entire soldered boiler, seen from the front. Note the large threaded bushing
(12mm / 1/2" i.d.) on top front - this is the dry pipe coming into the manifold in the
smokebox. The lower bushing is for feedwater - I may have feedwater heating in one of the
flues, that's why I placed it here. There'll be a check valve immediately connected to the
boiler at this point - do you foresee any problems with having a check inside the smokebox?
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... and this is how the backhead looks at this time, inside the cab - water gauge, pressure
gauge, whistle & blower valves, and of course the propane burners are all still missing.
But, before that: HYDRO TEST! I'll have to machine some fittings to plug up all the holes,
first.
We'll see if the large tubes will stand the test pressure (14 bar, 200 psi, i.e. double operating
pressure) without deforming or collapsing.
Also, that will settle the debate, recently held on the groups, whether tubes of this size
(39mm / 1.5" i.d.) and wall thickness (1.6mm / 0.060") will withstand that pressure, so don't
miss the next thrilling episode of the 3003 story...
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Hydro Testing
There's a saying in Finland: "The brave eats the pea soup..."
I don't know if I was brave or stupid, but I decided to pressure test the new boiler immediately, without installing any flue supporting rings. (I've contemplated that, but press fitted
on the INSIDE of the 0.060 walled tubes - they would double as holders of the burner's wire
mesh cone.)
The flues are thoroughly annealed for about a quarter of their length in each end - they were
glowing red for a distance of 150 mm (6") while I was silver soldering the 5mm thick
tubeplates to the 3mm thick boiler shell. Furthermore, differential thermal expansion had
made the flue tubes curve slightly - however, they had NOT gone out of round, rather they
were curved longitudinally, about 2 mm (3/32") over the entire 600mm (24") length.
So, with trepidation, after having
plugged up the 8 holes in the
boiler with various plugs and
fixtures, plus three pressure
gauges, one of them calibrated to
2%, I started pumping... The
picture shows the setup, boiler is
placed over photo developing
trays, the hand pump is
submerged in water. There is a
ball valve (red handle) between
the pump and the boiler - this
ensured that an accidentally
leaking pump would not upset the
test!
I had surmised the following: since I had carefully let all the air out of the boiler when filling it with water, there would be no pressure reserve in case of a flue collapse - which
would thus not proceed suddenly. And, since I was pumping manually, with a pump having
a stroke of only 3 cu. cm (0.2 cu. in), I would have a feel for any impending catastrophe pumping resistance suddenly decreasing, for instance...
Well, after pumping a few strokes to get the pressure to creep over the zero mark on the
pressure gauges, lo and behold - I needed only FIVE additional strokes to get the pressure
up to 14 bars (200 psi). That's one cubic inch of water!
This volume was obviously needed to compress the residual air in the pressure gauge bourdon tubes, and whatever tiny air bubbles that were still left in the boiler. When the pressure
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started rising, the rise was almost linear - 3 bars (45 psi) per stroke. The pumping resistance
was increasing all the time, too.
The pressure gauge needles stayed at 14
bars for several minutes - thanks to PTFE
tape, and the ball valve I had installed in
the feed line! Altogether, I had 14
screwed joins with PTFE packing... All
three pressure gauge showed the same
pressure, the difference between them
was less than 0.3 bar, 5 psi. This proved
conclusively that the cheap ones (6 Euro
or USD) worked as they should!

After one hour, the pressure had dropped less than 3 bars, standing at 11.5 bars - I attribute
this to the few drops of water that had seeped through one of the packings. I think this
proves that the silver soldering was successful - no leaks there.
And, biggest relief of all: the flues are still round! Am I lucky, or what?
Whew! :-)
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Water Gauge

The design used by Kozo Hiraoka for his 31/2" gauge Shay was simple to scale up to fit
my smallish boiler - here's a shot of the
gauge attached to the backhead.
Note that the lower fitting's top is at the lowest permissible water level (10 mm above
flue tops, or crown sheet height in a conventional boiler), and the upper fitting's lower
edge is at max. water level. So, if you see
both water and air in the gauge, it's OK. If
not, then you need to do something in a hurry.

Here is a little visual example of the discussion recently held on the groups, of how to
make the water level more visible in the
glass; put a diagonally striped background 1
or 2 tube diameters behind the glass, and
you'll be able to see the water level much
more clearly than without this aid!
These are actual, unretouched photos of a
6mm (1/4") dia glass tube half filled with
water, shot against a diagonal pattern on a
laptop computer screen. Making the pattern
just about as wide at the tube, there will not
be a distracting background (as here, for
demonstration only), and the water level will
show still more clearly...
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This is the right way to cut a glass tube to
correct length: First, file a little notch (just a
scratch, really) at the point where you wish
the tube to be cut, then wrap your
forefingers around the tube at the points
indicated on the drawing, and apply pressure
opposite the notch with both thumbs; the
glass will snap very cleanly. I've done this
routinely with bare hands (I studied
chemistry, and had to make my own lab
glassware), but I suggest you use thin leather
gloves, just in case...
After the tube is cut, there's still one very important thing to do: anneal the ends! Insert the
newly cut end slowly into a propane flame, so that the glass heats gradually, and keep it
there until the flame turns bright orange at the tube's end, and the glass edge melts ever so
slightly, giving a nice, smooth, rounded edge. A few tries will get it perfect. Annealed this
way, the glass will not break or chip very easily.
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Safety Valve
Of course, any boiler needs two safety valves, set to release at the working pressure, to
avoid any risk of the boiler rupturing - heating water in an enclosed space really can get the
pressure up!
Adapting a design used by W H Morewood ("Building the Raritan") and K Hiraoka
("Building the Shay"), I built safeties with adjustable release and resetting pressure in simple way - the above mentioned authors didn't bother with adjustable resetting pressure - instead, Morewood has a three-page description on how to make a jig and a reamer that together will determine the dimensions critical to resetting pressure... Why all that bother,
when a threaded valve stem will make the resetting pressure adjustable?

The drawing above shows the parts needed - dimensions are not critical, except where noted
- if you change these, keep the relative proportions constant. All the threads are the same
size - I used what we here in Finland call R 1/8", which is a 28 tpi non-tapering tube thread,
o.d. a little under 10 mm. (All my boiler fittings are R threads, enabling me to buy plugs
and some other stuff off-the-shelf...) You can use any other suitable thread, by adjusting
other dimensions to suit.
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The machined parts are shown above, from left:












Valve stem - note that the seating surface has a conical form, as shown in the drawing - the angle, 5 to 10°, is not critical, but the edge should be either burnished, or hit,
with a steel ball identical to the one used in the valve.
Retaining nut - here, it's circular, later machined to hex.
Valve body - inside, the 8.4 mm "step" is what causes the valve to pop open; when
some steam gets around the ball, pressure builds up in the cavity between the valve
seat and this step, causing the valve to open very quickly (see below).
Valve - the stainless steel ball is recessed in the tip of the valve, and the lip is
"pushed" around it with a blunt tool, while revolving in the lathe chuck. This prevents the ball from falling out.
Stainless spring, length 16mm, outer dia 6mm, 0.7mm wire, force approx 0.3 kg/mm
(15 lb/in) - this means the spring will have to be compressed around 5 mm (0.2")
when installed.
Another retaining nut
Adjusting screw
Left, the finished safety valves attached to
the inner steam dome cover. I have added a
cup that directs the steam blast upwards, to
the top of the steam dome. I also drilled two
additional venting holes, so there are now 4
holes equally spaced inside the cup. The
valves are adjusted and locked so that one
opens at 6.2 bars, closes at 6, and the other
opens at 6.5, closes at 6.2. (6.2 bars is
approx. 90 psi.) This should give an ample
margin of safety for a boiler that withstood a
hydro test of 14 bars (200 psi)...
Release pressure is set with the upper adjusting screw and locked with the ring, resetting
pressure by screwing the valve body onto
the stem, and locking it at the right position.
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How to set it? I used an air compressor capable of 8 bars (120
psi) in the following way:










Connect a hose, a pressure gauge and the valve to be
tested to the air tank.
Screw in the release adjustments as far as it will go.
Set the resetting adjustment by screwing in the valve
stem so that the steps in valve and body overlap approximately as shown:
Charge the air tank to the intended release pressure, stop the compressor motor.
Open the tank's air valve.
Slowly unscrew the release pressure screw. The valve will start to hiss, and very
soon after that it will "pop" quite loudly (keep it far away from your ears!), releasing
a strong stream of air.
Note the pressure gauge reading when the valve stops blowing. If this pressure is too
low (should drop no more than 0.5 bar/10 psi), you must change the resetting adjustment. Note that this will also slightly change the release pressure, so you must recheck that after changing the resetting pressure.

I was pleasantly surprised that this design worked flawlessly the first time I tried it, especially that I could adjust the resetting pressure to only 0.2 bar (3 psi) lower than the release
pressure - both Morewood and Hiraoka say that it's supposed to be difficult to get that right.
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Superheater

I decided to use a superheater after all the original 3003 had none, but neither
was it propane fired... ;-)
So, three U-formed 1/4" copper tubes SilFos soldered to the 12 mm steampipe did
the trick - not very beautiful, but...

... they form a flexible joint between the
throttle valve and the T-pipe leading to the
steam chests. I have used ordinary water
pipe compression fittings, time will tell if
they're durable in this environment!

Above is a sketch of the throttle I've used.
The throttle bar, which is attached to the
bullet plug of stainless steel, goes all the
way through the dry steam pipe to the
backhead end of the boiler. The PTFE
valve seat ensures a steam tight valve,
when closed.
I have also attached the boiler to the
frame, with flexible joints, allowing it to
expand freely when heated.
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This is the boiler backhead. As you can
see from this shot of the inside of the cab,
I've opted for simple solutions wherever
possible:
 pressure gauge from a commercial
compressed air regulator
 simple water gauge (diagonal background, and blow valve still missing)
 throttle lever with wooden handle,
spring loaded to shut off steam if
not held open
 blow-out cock on bottom of boiler
 hand pump on left side (handle is
temporary)
 circular bubble level on left side
bench - this will help judging water
level in boiler
 reverser (and cylinder drain lever
hidden behind it) on right

I painted and lettered the tender, and put a
lid on, so that I could show some visible
progress at the Porvoo Steam Festival,
where the 3003 was on display,
unfinished, for the second year.
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For that same reason, I installed a temporary boiler cladding, painted in what I've
determined to be the right color for "Russia Iron" - a greyish, metallic, dark bluegreen hue, a rather un-saturated color.
This is very different from the bright blue
cladding seen on some American 4-4-0
boilers, but should be truer to prototype. A
few brass bands improved the appearance
enormously...
The necessary fittings are now on the
steam dome - 2 steam whistles and the
prescribed two safety valves (described on
a previous page). In order to avoid condensation in the whistle stems, I made an
unorthodox whistle valve: on the side of
the whistles! The top of the steam tube is
T-shaped, and two spring-loaded valves
are screwed into the top. The valves have
an opening on the side, going to a very
short whistle stem. This will make the
whistles sound immediately when operated, and not bubble and hiss a while at
first...
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Improved Burners
During the past weeks, I have tested several configurations of pokers and burners - a few
days ago I finally hit upon a functioning design. Having quickly put together a new poker,
somewhat different from the earlier experiments, I stuck it into the lowest of the 3 flues.
Still some fiddling to do - with full pressure, the flame tended to burn more strongly in one
end of the poker, but on 1 bar (14 psi) of gas pressure, I got it to burn passably even... I
thought, darn, why not leave it there for a while and see what happens!
Lo and behold, this one single experimental poker, on half power, got the safety blowing (at
6.5 bar, 90 psi) in about 15 minutes! I don't think I'll have any problems keeping up the
steam with THREE pokers on full power.
So, I have now tested both whistles (ouch, my poor ears!), and run the engine on STEAM
(but only on the bench, so far). I got a very nice steam plume from the stack, since the exhaust steam pipe goes almost to the top of the stack, so as NOT to generate a draft in the
flues - the venturis in the burners take care of that, with extra draft there is a risk of blowing
out the fire! I also noticed that the engine runs much smoother on steam than on air - thanks
to the expansion of the steam, obviously.
Today, I fabricated the three final propane
burners for the pokers, having conducted
enough experiments to determine the propane orifice (0.4 mm), the air intakes (6
slots ea. 7 x 14 mm), and venturi size (8
mm).
The regulating valves are cannibalized
from inexpensive propane blowlamps (a
complete lamp is only $17), and modified
to fit the loco, but the lamp burners were
discarded (flame too small), and my own
design substituted.
Next step: making three proper pokers and
installing them permanently in the loco. I
hope to be able to run on steam within a
week.
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After many experiments, I finally got the pokers working satisfactorily. 500 mm (20") long,
it was hard to get them to burn evenly over the entire length. But, one experiment, where I
had the stainless mesh attached on annular washers around the slotted tube, pointed the way
- compartmentalization! The washers divide each poker into 4 zones, which burn more
evenly than an "unbroken", long row of slits. The top poker has the stainless netting already
attached.
This is how it looks on full power
(around 6 kilowatts)... This time, I
chose a heavier, but tighter mesh, made
of 0.35 mm wire. The veil-like 0.04
mm I tried earlier became very fragile
after glowing yellow-orange for half an
hour or so.

Why waste the piezo-electric ignition
from the blowlamps? I installed the
ceramic holder in a brass fitting, and
bent the spark wire so that it ignites the
gas at the first slit.
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The burner valves attached to the gas
manifold...

... and the whole kaboodle installed in the
cab. The gas hose from the tender to the
loco makes a gentle loop upwards, giving
enough flexibility to avoid any strain due
to angular and sidewise movement during
running.
But, the gas line from the manifold to the
center poker has such a tight bend that the
rubber gas hose couldn't take it without
collapsing... What to do? The space is very
tight, with the drawbar right underneath...
Solution: keep the hose open despite the
kink - by inserting a metal spring inside the
hose!
Note the gas pressure regulator, pressure
gauge and emergency shut-off on the tender floor.
I've also made two manual lubricators, already attached to the cab front wall. The
cups are filled with oil, and the valves
opened while coasting - the oil will be
sucked into the steam chests.
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First Steam!

With the boiler filled to the top of the
water glass (about 5 litres of water),
and all three poker burners running on
0.8 bar gas pressure (less than half of
the 2 bar full power - I didn't dare to
try that immediately), it took a little
over 10 minutes to get to safety valve
blow-off (left).
I was pleasantly surprised that the exhaust from the stack was rather cool (I
could hold my hand over the stack for
quite a while until it felt uncomfortable) - so obviously, the pokers delivered their heat into the flues and the
water, and not through the stack.
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Wearing glasses isn't the very best for a
miniature loco engineer - you can't see
much for the steam condensing on the
lenses ! I had to look over the rims,
and with my myopia I couldn't see
much anyway - so any onlookers had
better stay off the track!
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The engine steamed very freely, but the
4% grade really evaporated some
water!
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Running until dark - best to shut down
when you can't see the water gauge
any more!
After this first afternoon of running,
there appears to be some fiddling still
to do, at least one cylinder drain cock
doesn't close all the way, and the lubricators need to be looked over, some
steam bubbling through. Also, the single crosshead pump isn't nearly enough
when there is a 4% grade on one fourth
of the lap - so, if I don't want to pump
my arm sore, I may have to add an axle
pump. Plus, there's a lot of cosmetic
stuff still missing, steam domes, boiler
cladding, dummy firebox sides, equalizers and dummy leaf springs, etc.
etc...
But, all in all, today was an eventful
day!
The problem I had not getting enough water was due to a leaking gland in the crosshead
pump - not being able to see the pump while running, I finally figured it out from the righthand rail always being wet after a run! Tightening up the gland, I could run almost
indefinitely without pumping, if I was careful with the throttle, and notched up the reverser
immediately after starting, to about 50% cut-off or so.
Once, the first day, I thought I had some problem with both the crosshead and manual
pumps - the water level dropped and dropped... Starting to debug the problem, I saw air
bubbles in the water hose from tender to loco... Strange, I thought, is the hose leaking? No,
not at all - in my excitement, I had run the tender dry - almost 10 liters! The loco uses quite
a bit of water if you're not careful with the throttle. I have so far, during this week, used less
than 2 bottlefuls, or 10 kilograms (approx. 20 pounds), of propane, so I consider the poker
burners having proven their worth!
With some 18 kilograms of added weight in the space of the prototype's firebox, the
adhesion was improved so much that the loco could pull driver and three kids, or driver plus
one adult, up the 4% grade with ease, but that did consume a bit more steam, and thus water,
necessitating hand pumping for a minute or two after each lap.
Removing the spring-loaded check valves from the lubricators, they now work as intended but, as with the original 3003, you have to be careful not to open the lubricator cup valves
when there's steam pressure in the steam chests, or you will be squirted with oil!
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Slight Technical Problems
I disassembled the slide valves for servicing, and found that the valve seats, made of
gauge plate steel (approx 1% carbon) were
severely corroded after less than two
months in the cylinder. Before shooting
this image, I polished the insert for about
15 minutes, first with 240, then 600 grit
emery. The pits are several thou deep, and
didn't go away with this polishing.
I've used ordinary synthetic motor oil for
lubrication, which probably is the cause of
the problem - the oil absorbs water and
emulsifies to a whitish goo, which won't
protect the steel.
I have saved the brass steam port inserts I
originally made, but since brass against
bronze isn't supposed to be good, I tried
gauge plate instead - with this problem!
I'll try using the brass inserts next time, and see how well they fare. Fortunately, the bronze
valves hadn't worn much - a minute of polishing on fine emery got them nice and shiny
again.
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Also, the wire mesh of the poker burners has deteriorated quite badly - it appears that inside
the flues, the flame tends to burn more at one end, closer to the inlet. The stainless steel
mesh there had become "woolly" in appearance, and is very brittle - it crumbles when
touched. Further to the front, the mesh is in good condition. The picture shows the worst
part - it looks like the stainless steel has somehow separated into the alloy elements,
perhaps the shiny, woolly stuff coating the wire is chrome, and what's left in the brittle
wires is the iron?

The tube itself has also deteriorated badly, softened by the heat it even bent, and shed off
quite a lot of scale (chrome?) - only half the thickness of the metal left!
I will have to experiment more to get the pokers burning more evenly inside the flues, and
perhaps try some ceramic material, such as kaolin wool, instead of the wire mesh.
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Steam Domes

I've been doing a little turning work again the steam and sand domes are now finished.
Here is the basic construction: a piece of
copper pipe, and top and bottom parts made
of the same urethane plastic high-density
foam that I used for my wheel patterns - it
cuts just like wood, but has no grain. Dusty
work, however.

A little paint and some brass around
them, and they start to look like they
really belong on top of the boiler.
Next, the handrails...
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I've also started building a couple more cars,
one low-sided, identical to the previous one,
and one baggage car with brakeman's cab.
Since we never used American style
cabooses in Finland, a car with a brakeman's
cab was usually the last one coupled to a
train.

The wheels for the cars are turned from solid
steel, not cast iron. I obtained "baloney
slices", 100 mm diameter, 23 mm thick - not
too much to remove to reveal the wheel
hiding inside the chunk. Much cleaner work,
too, a bit slower for sure, but darn it, those
flying chips are HOT! Using carbide tools
and high speed on the lathe, too light a feed
causes the chips to actually burn - the
exothermic reaction of the chips merely
oxidizing on the surface turns endothermic
in a small fireworks display around the tool
point!
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Loco Stretcher
It was pretty hard work getting the loco in and out of storage every day, even with help, so I
built a "stretcher" enabling two persons to lift the 75 kg (160 lb.) loco with ease. I'll still put
wheels on one end of this contraption, so I'll even manage all alone, pushing it along like a
wheelbarrow...

Note the "wheel locking" braces - by putting the stretcher on the track, I can roll the loco
onto it, until the wheels are between the band iron straps and thus secured in place. This
prevents the loco from rolling off when lifted.
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Another 3003 Model

A far as I know, there is only one other live
steam model of the Baldwin 3003 (or its
sister engines) in the world, built by the late
Leonard Niemi, Greenville, SC, USA, in the
1980s. The pictures below were published
in the Finnish Miniature Railroad magazine
"Junat" in 1993.

Niemi, a Finnish descendant, built his engine using Little Engine 4-4-0 parts and castings.
This, however, resulted in an engine that is not an exact model of the prototype. For example, the driving wheels are somewhat different, and the tender trucks are not the right type.
The smokebox is also of a different shape, and the cylinders of the Little Engines design are
slightly tilted. On the original, they're level, and are attached somewhat lower on the frame.
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However, the livery is closely copied from the original. In order to get the model to look as
much like the 3003 as possible, Niemi used photos and information that he got from railfans
in Finland. One of them, my friend and fellow live steamer Juhani Saloranta received some
photos of the engine when it was more detailed, such as below:

As you can see, it is very similar indeed to my model, both in shape and livery. That's why
I'm so curious about where it might be now, since the engine was advertised for sale in Live
Steam Magazine by Ruth Niemi in 1997. If anybody has information of the current
whereabouts of this model, I'd be happy to get an e-mail. I'd like to contact the current
owner of the engine.
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New Burners
The problems with the poker burners disintegrating was on my mind all winter - so I
experimented anew with the "plain" propane torch idea, and finally found a solution that
has worked well.

At left is the new burner assembly (close-up below). The long cone of stainless netting is
the same I experimented with earlier, but abandoned because the pokers were so promising...
If there's the same burnout problem with this netting as with the pokers, they are at least
quick and easy to renew! Building three new slotted pokers entirely from scratch is a major
undertaking - 300 slits have to be sawed into stainless steel tubing! (I lost more than one
slitting saw when I did that the first time...)

I used the same burner valves, nozzles and venturis as before, but have added an adjustable
and lockable sleeve over the air inlet holes - with this I can get the correct air/propane mixture. The aluminum spacer at right is also added (to keep the burner aligned in the flue), and
I've replaced the piezo spark plug with a copper "ignition tube". I don't fear burnout of these
parts, since they will not be in contact with the flame.
There were severe problems iginiting the old pokers with the piezo sparking devices: First,
the spark didn't always ignite the gas on the first try, causing poofs and even loud bangs on
subsequent tries! Second, after some use, the intense heat had distorted the burners and the
spark plugs so that I got no spark - in one burner the plug was even short-circuited! In the
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end, I had to use a fireplace lighter, poking its flame into the burner's air openings - with
varying success and many bangs and booms...

Here the new burners are installed in the backhead. A few cosmetic changes can also be
seen: I've put veneer strips on all inside surfaces of the cab, and exchanged the bubble level
from a circular to a rectangular one. I also improved the spring latch of the reverser and
added a blow-out valve for the water gauge glass.
Note the ignition holes above the burners - they have flaps that can be turned to cover the
openings when the burners have been lit. The flaps have an internal click-stop mechanism,
utilizing the classic "spring and ball" to secure them when in the closed position.
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I now have a sure-fire method of igniting the new burners : I push a lit party sparkler deep
into the copper ignition tube so that it protrudes well in front of the burner nozzle inside,
and turn on the gas! It has worked everytime I've tried it: After a few "plops" the flame stabilizes and the netting starts to glow. I then pull out and discard the spent sparkler, and
close the flap to the ignition tube.

Note that the distance between the burner and the mesh cone needs to be large enough originally, I had placed the cone very close to the burner, but this caused the flame to ignite
and burn in the smokebox end of the flue, even protruding into the smokebox itself. Not
good! There has been no more such problems after I shortened the cone a bit, so that the
distance between the nozzle and the wide end of the cone is around 100 mm (4").
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Improved Superheater

I visited the Finnish Railway
Museum in Hyvinge on July 6th
with the 3003. Here is Matti
Bergström, the director of the
Museum, at the controls of my little
engine, which for a couple of hours
ran back and forth over a
troublesome stretch of the track to
aid in leveling.

There's hardly any steam visible in the photo above, even though Matti is running briskly
along the track. Why? New, improved superheater! Instead of the single "triple-U" in one
flue, I now have three coils, one in each flue - three times the previous length of superheat
tubing.

The hotter steam also gives a sharper bark to the exhaust when the engine is running under
load - and now, the engine uses far less water than previously. I didn't have to use the hand
pump during the whole day, the crosshead pump provided enough water. I can pull the
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reverser back about 4 stops on the quadrant running on level track - this means I'm running
expansively, with cutoff at around 40%.

The new displacement lubricators also help
in keeping the engine nimble. Thanks to the
sight glass on the side, I can easily see when
it's time to remove the condensate and add
more oil - the previous cups were far too
small and needed refilling after running just
a few laps around the house. I can also hear
when the cups needed refilling, there is a
disconcerting squeak from the O-rings when
the engine runs with no lubrication of the
cylinders.
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Autopsy of a Loco

Three weeks ago I saw this beautiful view,
looking out my kitchen window! But, last
Saturday was bright and sunny, and the
temperature was a few degrees above
freezing, and all snow was gone - so, I drove
to Hyvinge once more (I had my loco stored
in the Museum's shed), and ran it for the last
time this year.

The steam plumes were spectacular in the cool air! I had decided to take the loco back
home with me this time - the unheated shed (seen in the background) is not the best place to
store a loco when the temperature is constantly swinging above and below freezing...
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Well, the loco is now in my basement workshop, on its stand... Looking at it close up, I
saw loads of muck and gunk! Time for an
overhaul!
Fortunately, I had kept everything well
oiled, so there was no great wear in the links
and pivots - just marginally more play than
when new. So, here I don't have to do much,
just a cleanup and lube job...

The piston rods, however, are unfortunately slightly scoured on the underside - probably
because of dirt thrown up by the front truck wheels. But the cylinder gland o-rings have not
yet started to leak noticeably, so I won't do anything about it yet - I'll check again next
year...
There are a few rust stains on the rods and other bright steel parts, but they will disappear
with just a light touch of emery paper.

I had a few fears, though - how would the
slide valves look, after two summers of
running? Well, opening up the steam chest, I
was pleasantly surprised: the aluminum
bronze valve looked very good, slight
parallel lines, but smooth, as if it had been
polished with 180 grit emery or so...
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... and the valve seat looked even better! It
is of brass, and I had feared it would be
badly scoured after all the running. No, it
was smooth and nice - the slight lines you
can see here don't even catch my nail when
I run it over the plate. I think I can thank
liberal lubrication, with real steam oil, for
this!
In fact, this was the greatest, and most
pleasant surpise - Morewood, in his book
"So you want to build a Live Steam Locomotive", says that brass against bronze is a
no-no...

Another fear I had was scale in the boiler.
Having run on three locations, but mostly
in Hangö, where the water is rather hard
(containing gypsum, i.e. calcium sulphate,
one of the worst scale-causing
contaminants), I really thought I'd have a
thick, furry, white coating inside the boiler.
But no! Only a very thin, loose, flaking
coating! And this after boiling off a few
cubic meters (i.e. a few tons) of water!

I have always blown down the boiler completely after every 3 to 4 tenderfuls (at 12 liters / 3
gallons each), so maybe that has helped avoid scale buildup...
Thanks to having fittings in both ends of the boiler, I could shine a light trough at one end,
and study the inside of the boiler and the condition of the tubes from the other end - this
photo is taken through a mere 1/2" opening!
I'll do a renewed 2 x hydro test to some 200 psi (14 bars) next spring, before using the boiler again.
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This I knew I'd have to fix - the radiating
cones of the burners are badly deteriorated they crumble when touched.
Fortunately, with the new burner design, it's
a piece of cake: Rolling a length of stainless
steel netting into a cone, and attaching some
spacers of the same material, then push the
cones into the flues. Half an hour at most.
(It would be too easy if propane, water and
some oil were the only consumables, right?)
In addition to this, I'll have to clean fittings, safety valves and whistles - there have been
some steam leaks lately, the whistle valves didn't always close completely.
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Photo Shopping

This wooden station building, preserved in its original form, is in Ekenäs, just 35 kilometers
(20 miles) east of Hangö. The Ekenäs Museum currently has an exhibition about the 130year history of the Hangö-Hyvinge railway.

The 1/8 scale ferroequinologist looking out from his domain. Of course, both these pictures
are "photosouped", combining several shots into one.
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